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Abstract

D. Sornette et al. [1, 2] proposed that, prior to crashes, the mean
function of a stock market index price time series is characterized
by Log-Periodic Power Law (LPPL) model, which is also known as
Johansen-Ledoit-Sornette (JLS) model. In this paper we present an
econometric investigation of the JLS model, that is, we investigate
the residuals of the JLS model. We apply an extended autocorrela-
tion functions (EACF) method proposed by Tsay and Tiao [3] and
Akaike’s Information Criteria, which are known as AIC and BIC, re-
spectively, for model identification of residuals of the JLS model. We
incorporate an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) dynamic and
a conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) structure in the error term
of the JLS model. We estimate the highly nonlinear model (the JLS
model and the JLS model with ARMA/GARCH errors) using the
Differential Evolution algorithm, which performs evolutionary global
optimization. For all computations and graphical presentation we use
the statistical software R. We present our empirical findings for differ-
ent financial bubbles of the U. S. stock market index S&P 500. The
main contribution of this paper is that we get better statistical prop-
erties of residuals using the JLS model with ARMA/GARCH errors
and improved estimate of the most crucial nonlinear parameter, the
critical time tc, defined as the end of the bubble and the most probable
time for a crash to occur.
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